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When courting a Russian woman online or in real life, there are certain things to take into account. If you want to
make a Russian woman feel more loved, you need to court her according to her likes, customs and preferences.
Tip 1. Stay true to yourself. If you are planning to court Russian ladies on
the internet, it’s vital that you always remain sincere with regards to who you
are and what interests you. After going through the numerous profiles of
lovely Russian ladies and discovering the one that interests you the most,
you’ll want to send her a letter showing your fascination with her. Once you
get a mail back and it seems to you she’s thinking about you too, you’ll be
able to move the romance to the next step.
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Tip 2. Set up a virtual meeting. There are lots of ways to get in touch with a
person who is hundreds and hundreds of miles away from you due to
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sophisticated technology. Everybody has a smartphone or a personal computer with internet access these days.
If you met your chosen lady on an international dating website, you could ask her if she is prepared to speak to
you via Skype. Also, see if she agrees to give you her contact number, so you could call her a couple of times before you meet for the first time. However, if the woman
says she does not have a personal computer or can’t talk over the phone, take this as a bad sign. There is a true possibility that the lady might be a fraud, or not
interested in you.
Tip 3. Start planning your first date. As your online romance with Russian ladies advances, it’s a good idea to take the next step and meet face to face so there is no
chance of deception. There are many guys out there who are not comfortable with meeting their Russian beauties in person. They send thousands of messages, but do
nothing to move their romance further. Real guys know how to keep the relationship going, and they don’t spend time on planning. If you make your move fast, she’ll
appreciate the gesture, and she can be sure that you are serious about this relationship and her.
Tip 4. Schedule the first date. It should not take too long to set it up if your online dates have been going well. You should ask your lady how and where she would like
to meet for the first time. Most Russian women want men to come to their home town. Then again, you could surprise your sweetheart and meet her at a nice holiday
resort instead! If you feel like things have been going according to the plan, there is nothing wrong with wanting to see her face to face. No doubt she will be thrilled
about your decision.
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